Adult

The Night Tiger

The Silent Patient

by Yangsze Choo

by Alex Michaelides

F Choo
Sci-Fi/Fantasy. A dancehall girl in
1930s colonial Malaysia is drawn
into unexpected danger by the
discovery of a severed finger being
sought by a young houseboy in
order to protect his late master's
soul. A, B, eB, eA, LP

F Michaelides
Fiction. A therapist becomes
obsessed with uncovering what
prompted his client, an artist who
refuses to speak, to murder her
husband. A, B, eB, eA, LP

The Proposal

by Jasmin Darznik

by Jasmine Guillory
F Guillory
Romance. Surprised by her new
boyfriend's jumbotron proposal at a
Dodgers game, Nikole is rescued
from the public humiliation by a
handsome doctor after saying no.
B, eB, eA, LP

Song of a Captive Bird
F Darznik
Fiction. Re-imagines the life of rebel
poet Forugh Farrokzhad, a young
writer in search of freedom and
independence from the restrictions
imposed on women in mid-20thcentury Iran.
B, eB, eA, LP

by Christopher Skaife

The Things We Cannot
Say

598.864 Ska
Nonfiction. The author's years of
service to the Queen included caring
for the infamous ravens of the Tower
of London. He paints a vivid portrait
of these intelligent, unusual and
often misunderstood birds.
A, B, eB, eA, LP

by Kelly Rimmer
F Rimmer
Fiction. Told in alternating voices
from the present day and Nazioccupied Poland, a woman's search
to solve a family mystery involving
her grandparents' wartime
experiences. A, B, eB, eA, LP

Séances Are For Suckers

Torn

The Ravenmaster

by Tamara Berry
F Berry
Mystery. Fake medium Eleanor
Wilde is happy to investigate and
cleanse your home of spectral
presences—for a fee—but when a
ghostly presence at an ancestral
estate in England turns deadly,
things get serious.

Reader's
Choice

Nominees

January–April 2020
Books selected by staff for readers to
review and vote on

by Rowenna Miller
F Miller
Sci-Fi/Fantasy. Sophie, a
dressmaker and charmcaster, and
her brother Kristos are drawn into a
deadly, magical, revolutionary plot.
Sophie is torn between her family
and her future. B, eB, eA
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As Long as We Both Shall
Live
by JoAnn Chaney
F Chaney
Mystery. Matt's wife falls from a cliff.
His previous wife had also died
under suspicious circumstances.
Detectives want to know if Matt is a
grieving husband or a cold-blooded
murderer. B, eB, eA, LP

A Big Ship At the Edge of
the Universe
by Alex White
F White
Sci-Fi/Fantasy. Two women, a
washed-up treasure hunter and a
racecar driver, find themselves on
the wrong side of the law running for
their lives. B, eB, eA

The Devil Aspect
by Craig Russell
F Russell
Fiction. A psychiatrist takes a
position at an asylum for the
criminally insane. At the same time,
a detective searches for a serial killer
who may have ties to the asylum.
B, eB, eA, LP

The Dinner List
by Rebecca Serle
F Serle
Romance. Sabrina's birthday dinner
has the table filled with her best
friend, her favorite professor from
college, her father, her ex-fiance and
Audrey Hepburn. A, B, eB, eA, LP

An Elderly Lady Is Up to
No Good

Here and Now and Then
by Mike Chen

F Tursten
Mystery. Maud is an irascible
88-year-old Swedish woman with no
family, no friends and no qualms
about a little murder. When a body is
found in Maud's apartment, will she
finally become a suspect?
A, B, eB, eA

F Chen
SciFi/Fantasy. Stranded for 18
years, time-traveling agent Kin
Stewart, suffering from memory
loss, has started a new life, but when
rescuers finally arrive, he must
choose between his current family
and the one he left behind in the
future. A, B, eB, eA

Fogland Point

Leave No Trace

by Helene Tursten

by Douglas R. Burgess

by Mindy Mejia

F Burgess
Fiction. Returning home to
Narragansett Bay to care for his
grandmother during her struggle
with dementia, David discovers that
her fragile memories could hold the
key to an old mystery—and a
sudden murder next door. B, eB, LP

F Mejia
Fiction. When a boy who went
missing 10 years earlier is
discovered, violent and
uncommunicative, a language
therapist harboring difficult secrets
struggles to uncover what
happened. A, B, eB, eA, LP

The Frangipani Tree
Mystery

The Military Wife
by Laura Trentham

F Yu
Mystery. It takes all of journalist and
nanny SuLin's traditional skills and
intelligence to help solve the
murders at the Governor's House. B

F Trentham
Fiction. Harper Lee Wilcox, a
military widow, and Bennett
Caldwell, an Ex-Navy SEAL wounded
in combat, struggle to heal their
personal pain and find the courage
to love again. B, eB, eA, LP

Ghosted

A Mind Unraveled

by Ovidia Yu

by Rosie Walsh
F Walsh
Fiction. An idyllic romance between
Sarah and her boyfriend, Eddie, is
shattered when Eddie abruptly
disappears, prompting Sarah to
investigate what happened.
A, B, eB, eA, LP

by Kurt Eichenwald
Biography Eichenwald
Nonfiction. Kurt spent years
fighting and hiding the symptoms of
epilepsy, a battle involving severe
depression and medical mistakes
that nearly took his life before a
neurologist helped him to survive
and thrive. B, eB, eA

